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Abstract 

This deliverable collates the final presentations of catalyst-funded wave 2 projects, given at Engage 
thematic challenge workshops and associated events. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objectives of this document 

The objective of this deliverable is to document the final presentations of catalyst-funded wave 2 
projects, as presented at the Engage KTN’s thematic challenge workshops and the 11th SESAR 
Innovation Days conference. The overall workshop planning, execution and results are described in the 
deliverable D2.7 [1], building on the planning and execution of the earlier series of workshops 
described in D2.6 [2]. 

Each catalyst-funded project has published a final technical report (i.e. a total of 18 reports over the 
two waves) and a consolidated view of these are presented in D3.6 [3] and the forthcoming D3.10 [4]. 
D3.6 highlights future research opportunities for ATM. The basic framework of this work is structured 
around three research pillars, namely: gap analysis, thematic challenges and horizon flagships – the 
consolidation of the catalyst-funded projects as one of these pillars is covered in detail by D3.6. 

 

1.2 Catalyst funding wave 2 projects 

Engage catalyst funding was used to support focused projects, where the focus was on maturing 
exploratory research further towards applications and operational contexts. These catalyst fund (CF) 
projects were chosen through the second Call for catalyst funding. Project proposals could address an 
Engage thematic challenge or be an ‘open’ topic. The choice of thematic challenges (TCs) is described 
in detail in deliverable D3.4 [5]. There are four thematic challenges: 

• TC1: Vulnerabilities and global security of the CNS/ATM system, 

• TC2: Data-driven trajectory prediction, 

• TC3: Efficient provision and use of meteorological information in ATM, 

• TC4: Novel and more effective allocation markets in ATM. 

The TCs were further fine-tuned through the first series of workshops (described in deliverable D2.5 
[6]), resulting in the TC descriptions that were included in the first and second Calls for catalyst funding. 
Proposals supporting a thematic challenge needed to clearly state with which challenge the proposal 
is aligned. 

The second call documentation can be found here. The call was open from 06 January 2020 to 06 April 
2020, receiving 21 proposals. The evaluation process was carried out by the Awards Board and was 
concluded in May 2020, with notifications of the outcome sent to all proposers. Eight proposals were 
accepted to receive catalyst funding through the second wave, see Table 1. The projects’ abstracts, 
executive summaries and final technical reports can be found here: engagektn.com/cf-summaries, 
under ‘Second wave projects (2020-2021)’. 

https://engagektn.com/cf-summaries/
https://engagektn.com/catalyst-call2/
https://engagektn.com/cf-summaries/
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The following sections contain short descriptions of TC workshops, project summaries and the 
presentations. Final project presentations are available in PDF format and are attached to this report. 
The link to the Engage KTN website repository of TC workshop presentations, is also given. 

 

Table 1. Catalyst-funding wave 2 projects, TC relation, end date and final presentation date 

 

Project title TC End date 
Workshop – 
final 
presentation 

Proof-of-concept: practical, flexible, affordable pentesting 
platform for ATM/avionics cybersecurity (‘ATM-cybersec’) 1 30 June 2021 

3rd TC1 workshop 
15 September 2021 

Safe drone flight - assuring telemetry data integrity in U-
Space scenarios (‘SDF’) 1 02 July 2021 

Collaborative cyber security management framework 1 31 May 2021 

Flight centric ATC with airstreams (‘FC2A’) 2 30 June 2021 

11th SESAR 
Innovation Days 
07 December 2021 

Probabilistic information Integration in Uncertain data 
processing for Trajectory Prediction (‘PIU4TP’) 2 30 June 2021 

Meteo Sensors In the Sky (‘METSIS’) 3 30 June 2021 

Weather impact prediction for ATFCM (‘WIPA’) 3 30 June 2021 

Role of Markets in AAS Deployment (‘RoMiAD’) 4 30 June 2021 
3rd TC4 workshop 
21 June 2021 
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2 Thematic challenge 1 catalyst fund projects 
The third TC1 workshop was held as a virtual event, on 15 September 2021. The TC1 objectives are: 
“CNS/ATM components (e.g., ADS-B, SWIM, datalink, Asterix) of the current and future air transport 
system present vulnerabilities that could be used to perform an ‘attack’. Further investigations are 
necessary to mitigate these vulnerabilities, moving towards a cyber-resilient system, fully 
characterising ATM data, its confidentiality, integrity and availability requirements. A better 
understanding of the safety-security trade-off is required. Additional security assessments for legacy 
systems are also needed to identify possible mitigating controls in order to improve cyber-resilience 
without having to replace and refit. Future systems security by design is essential: a new generation of 
systems architectures and applications should be explored to ensure confidentiality, cyber-resilience, 
fault tolerance, scalability, efficiency, flexibility and trust among data owners. Collaborative, security-
related information exchange is essential to all actors in aviation. This is specially challenging in a multi-
stakeholder, multi-system environment such as ATM, where confidentiality and trust are key.” All 
workshop presentations can be found, as a zipped file, here: https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-
1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC1-workshop-3-presentations.zip. 

 

  

https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC1-workshop-3-presentations.zip
https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC1-workshop-3-presentations.zip
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2.1 Proof-of-concept: practical, flexible, affordable pentesting 
platform for ATM/avionics cybersecurity (‘ATM-cybersec’) 

Abstract: During the last decade, cybersecurity started to increasingly become an issue because many 
ATM/ATC/aviation stakeholders rely on electronic systems for critical parts of their operations, 
including safety-critical functions in avionics and related software/firmware. This project aims at 
closing this gap by developing a proof-of-concept practical, flexible, affordable pentesting platform for 
ATM/avionics cybersecurity. For this purpose we have developed from scratch a novel and unique end-
to-end early stage (TRL3-4) platform as well as a comprehensive hardware/software testbed. With 
these, we have performed several hundreds of experimental iterations and developed four novel 
attacks while implementing altogether more than ten attacks. After pentesting more than 120 
cumulative testbed configurations, we have discovered more than 40 vulnerabilities (e.g., Denial-of-
Service, crashes, hangs) and a handful of logical and implementation bugs, all these posing imminent, 
realistic and dangerous cyber-physical threats to safe aviation/ATM/ATC. We also successfully re-
purposed our platform for defensive mechanisms, such as ‘RSS-Distance’ model for detecting 
fake/spoofed ADS-B messages. Our methodologies and results are thoroughly documented in three 
distinct research manuscripts that currently undergo academic peer-review. 

 

 

Figure 1. ATM-cybersec – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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2.2 Safe drone flight - assuring telemetry data integrity in U-Space 
scenarios (‘SDF’) 

Abstract: The Safe Drone Flight (‘SDF’) project was led by NATS in collaboration with The Open 
University (OU) and funded by the SESAR Engage Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) catalyst. The 
project investigated the security of unmanned flight surveillance systems and, in particular, the drone 
telemetry data they transmit. Developing a safety assured and cyber secure surveillance system is an 
important step in enabling U-space services, supporting safe, efficient and secure access to airspace 
for large numbers of drones. This project matured a prototype blockchain-based drone surveillance 
system taking a U-space scenario-based approach to simulate several drone operations and validate 
the concept’s suitability. Cyber security and safety assurance related research was conducted to 
determine data integrity-related design and performance requirements on the solution respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2. Safe Drone Flight – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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2.3 Collaborative cyber security management framework 

Abstract: To support the safety of the ATM system, the future ATM architecture needs to deliver an 
exceptionally high level of cyber security. The objective of this project was therefore to advance cyber 
security management in several directions: (a) to develop a more collaborative approach to cyber 
security management; (b) to prototype these collaborative approaches; and (c) to adapt SESAR’s 
existing risk assessment methodology, ‘SecRAM’, to more quantitative methods, from which Bayesian 
Network analysis could be applied. The outputs of the project were a concept of operations for 
collaborative security management, a basic prototype for collaborative security management, and an 
approach for the application of Bayesian Networks. The prototype was developed to support a risk 
assessment that could be done in collaboration between several partners, such as by the members of 
a SESAR Solution Project. The outcome of the project is a step forward in information sharing, 
productivity and methods of knowledge exchange in cyber security. 

 

 

Figure 3. Collaborative cyber security management framework – final presentation (click image to open the 
pdf file) 
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3 Thematic challenge 2 catalyst fund projects 
The fourth workshop was held on 03 September 2021 as a virtual event. The TC2 objectives are: 
“Accurate and reliable trajectory prediction (TP) is a fundamental requirement to support trajectory-
based operations. Lack of advance information and the mismatch between planned and flown 
trajectories caused by operational uncertainties from airports, ATC interventions, and ‘hidden’ flight 
plan data (e.g., cost indexes, take-off weights) are important shortcomings of the present state of the 
art. New TP approaches, merging and analysing different sources of flight-relevant information, are 
expected to increase TP robustness and support a seamless transition between tools supporting 
ATFCM across the planning phases. The exploitation of historical data by means of machine learning, 
statistical signal processing and causal models could boost TP performance and enhance the TBO 
paradigm. Specific research domains include machine-learning techniques, the aggregation of 
probabilistic predictions, and the development of tools for the identification of flow-management 
‘hotspots’. These could be integrated into network and trajectory planning tools, leading to enhanced 
TP.” To make room in the limited agenda for this virtual event, with a focus on specific themes, all CF 
project members were invited to participate in the workshop, whilst it was decided to showcase the 
CF work itself as part of the Engage presentation at the 11th SESAR Innovation Days conference on 07 
December 2021. The conference presentation can be found here: 
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/vqv0x/the-engage-ktn-achievements-lessons-
and-legacy (and YouTube recording). 

 

  

https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/vqv0x/the-engage-ktn-achievements-lessons-and-legacy
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/vqv0x/the-engage-ktn-achievements-lessons-and-legacy
https://youtu.be/MpQVQwoknZE?list=PLJItpHUetWvGz9WbV4QGnpsuTzLr3aHXP&t=3158
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3.1 Flight centric ATC with airstreams (‘FC2A’) 

Abstract: The project addresses a challenging approach for an environmentally friendly and more agile 
ATM framework by combining a Flight Centric ATC (FCA) approach and the Airstream concept. The 
day-to-day adaptation of the Airstream network to the demand of the airspace users will provide a 
resilient and scalable system for supporting Dynamic Airspace Configuration (DAC). Driven by the 
digitalisation of ATM, autonomous management of aircraft inside the Airstream is promoted. A 
computational framework is implemented for the evaluation of the concept. New aggregation 
methodologies are proposed for extracting main traffic flows (aggregated flights) from the initial 
demand. A simple mechanism for building the tri-dimensional structure of the Airstream network and 
flight allocation is then applied using the aggregation results. New trajectories of the Airstream 
network traffic are ultimately produced. Finally, comparison of the various traffic samples (i.e. original 
versus airstream) is performed through complexity evaluation. The metrics used, based on geometric 
information approach, have been improved for large spherical areas. 

 

 

Figure 4. FC2A – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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3.2 Probabilistic information Integration in Uncertain data 
processing for Trajectory Prediction (‘PIU4TP’) 

Abstract: The objective of the PIU4TP project is the development of a data-driven methodology for the 
trajectory prediction from long to short term before scheduled time of flight. Specifically, the 
methodology uses machine learning and data mining techniques to perform data analysis and to learn 
from past experience the aircraft future behaviour in terms of flight path selection. Therefore, it 
exploits historical data and uncertainties of current forecasts of some relevant mission and aircraft 
parameters to compute trajectory prediction outcomes enriched with associated probabilistic 
information. The project’s final aim is to build a methodology that can support the Network Manager 
with air traffic flow and capacity management, allowing the optimisation of flight distribution among 
sectors and flight routes, the anticipation of air traffic flow requests and the identification in advance 
of potential conflicts. 

 

 

Figure 5. PIU4TP – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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4 Thematic challenge 3 catalyst fund projects 
The fourth workshop was held on 09 September 2021 as a virtual event. The TC3 objectives are: “The 
main objective of this challenge is to improve overall ATM system performance by providing better 
user-support tools based on improved meteorological (‘met’) products. The focus is on the synergy of 
several methods and techniques in order to better meet the needs of operational users and to support 
aviation safety (e.g., through creating early warning systems) and regulation-makers (e.g., moving from 
text-based to graphical information provision). All stakeholders may benefit from this synergy: ANSPs 
(e.g., sector reconfiguration and separation provision), airlines (e.g., storm avoidance), airport 
operators (e.g., airport management under disruptive events), and the Network Manager (e.g., 
demand-capacity balancing). The challenge is, therefore, to bring the following perspectives closer: (a) 
for meteorological/atmospheric science, the development of products tailored to ATM stakeholders’ 
needs, which are unambiguous and easy to interpret; (b) for stakeholders, the identification of the 
most suitable information available and its integration into planning and decision-making processes.” 
To make room in the limited agenda for this virtual event, with a focus on specific themes, all CF project 
members were invited to participate in the workshop, whilst it was decided to showcase the CF work 
itself as part of the Engage presentation at the 11th SESAR Innovation Days conference on 07 December 
2021. The conference presentation can be found here: 
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/vqv0x/the-engage-ktn-achievements-lessons-
and-legacy (and YouTube recording). 

 

  

https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/vqv0x/the-engage-ktn-achievements-lessons-and-legacy
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/vqv0x/the-engage-ktn-achievements-lessons-and-legacy
https://youtu.be/MpQVQwoknZE?list=PLJItpHUetWvGz9WbV4QGnpsuTzLr3aHXP&t=3158
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4.1 Meteo Sensors In the Sky (‘METSIS’) 

Abstract: The Meteo Sensors in the Sky (METSIS) project explores the use of drones as a wind sensor 
network for U-space applications. The novel concept aims to provide accurate and low-cost wind 
nowcasts for drones using data collected by drones themselves, i.e., ‘wind nowcasts for drones by 
drones’. A proof-of-concept flight-test experiment was performed using four drones to determine the 
feasibility of the METSIS concept at low altitudes. In the current incarnation, ultrasonic anemometers 
were mounted to each drone to measure local winds. The flight-tests evaluated the effect of obstacle-
induced wind distortion, drone motion, measurement density, and measurement errors. Additionally, 
wind fields estimated during the flight-tests were published in real-time to the AirHub Drone 
Operations Center – a functional U-space Service Provider – to demonstrate the communication of 
these data to real end-users. The results indicate that the METSIS concept is a promising solution for 
wind nowcast component of the U-space weather information service. Future research should 
investigate the accuracy of the concept for a wider range of scenarios than considered here, and 
develop the technologies needed to increase the scalability of the concept. 

 

 

Figure 6. METSIS – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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4.2 Weather impact prediction for ATFCM (‘WIPA’) 

Abstract: The WIPA – Weather Impact Prediction Tool for ATFCM initiative – has been launched by 
MetSafe and France Aviation Civile Services, in collaboration with Reims and Marseille Upper Area 
Control Centres. This one-year project addressed how the provision of weather hazards impact 
information on air traffic control sectors in intervals of one hour over the ATFCM horizon. To do so, 
WIPA considered the convection information as an input provided by the MET Enhanced ATFCM 
product (developed during the first catalyst wave), additional MET information (as real-time 
convection observation and SIGMET), and ATM information. The research approach focused on both 
technical and operational aspects, as needs identification, design of the tool and deployment via a 
SWIM webservice. Technical and operational validation trials showed that initial project objectives 
have been fulfilled: Reims and Marseille ATCOs and FMP operators highly improved their weather 
situational awareness and would likely have taken ATCFM measures based on received information. 

 

 

Figure 7. WIPA – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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5 Thematic challenge 4 catalyst fund project 
The third TC4 workshop was held as a virtual event, on 21 June 2021. The TC4 objectives are: “This 
research explores the design of new allocation markets in ATM, taking into account real stakeholder 
behaviours. It focuses on designs such as auctions and ‘smart’ contracts for slot and trajectory 
allocations. It seeks to better predict the actual behaviour of stakeholders, compared with behaviours 
predicted by normative models, taking into account that decisions are often made in the context of 
uncertainty. Which mechanisms are more robust against behavioural biases and likely to reach stable 
and efficient solutions, equitably building on existing SESAR practices? The research will address better 
modelling and measurement of these effects in ATM, taking account of ‘irrational’ agents such as 
airline ‘cultures’. A key objective is to contribute to the development of improved tools to better 
manage the allocation of resources such as slots and trajectories, and incentivising behaviour that 
benefits the network – for example by investigating the potential of centralised markets and ‘smart’ 
contract enablers.” All workshop presentations and material can be found, as a zipped file, here: 
https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC4-workshop-3-
material.zip. 

 

  

https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC4-workshop-3-material.zip
https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC4-workshop-3-material.zip
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5.1 Role of Markets in AAS Deployment (‘RoMiAD’) 

Abstract: Virtualisation provides a path for air navigation service providers (ANSPs) to address the 
implementation of the open architecture proposed by the Airspace Architecture Study (AAS). Project 
RoMiAD has developed an understanding of the high-level benefits of deploying the distributed 
architecture proposed by the AAS and potential mechanisms to incentivise the organisational 
reengineering necessary to achieve a Digital European Sky whilst ensuring national sovereignty over 
airspace. During the course of Project RoMiAD, it has become clear that if virtualisation had been 
adopted before 2018 across Europe – ATM costs could have been 30% cheaper and there would have 
been no significant en-route delay – only unremovable delay would have remained e.g. caused by 
weather. 75% of the benefits come from improvements in the air traffic services (ATS) layer – 
increasing Air Traffic Controller Officer (ATCO) productivity and capacity sharing – and are best enabled 
by the flexibility that the common data layer provides. The focus to achieve the benefits needs to be 
on building alliances and collaborations within the ATS layer to ensure that the common data layer can 
support those collaborations. 

 

 

Figure 8. RoMiAD – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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6 Conclusions 
This deliverable collates the final presentations of the eight CF wave 2 projects, whereas the wider 
lessons learned and research-focused conclusions are presented in D3.6 [3] and the forthcoming D3.10 
[4]. 

As with the earlier wave 1 projects, final reports were assessed within the Engage KTN consortium and 
were of a high standard with few clarifications requested. As planned, final technical reports have been 
published on the Engage website after approval: engagektn.com/cf-summaries. 

In addition to final reporting and final presentations at the Engage TC workshops and the SESAR 
Innovation Days conference, CF wave 2 project results have been presented at other workshops and 
various events such as the Amsterdam Drone Week and Meteorological Technology World Expo, with 
results positively received by the audiences. 

Plans are in place for project results to be tested through industrial applications, such as NATS’ Safe 
Drone Flight project. The France Aviation Civile Services-led CF wave 1 MET Enhanced ATFCM project 
results are being exploited by a SWIM webservice, and their follow-on wave 2 WIPA project’s results 
have already been industrialised within VigiAero – an operational ATFCM weather-impact service, by 
consortium partner MetSafe. 

Following the extension of CF wave 1 project results into a number of ER4 projects, such as ALARM 
and SINOPTICA, it is anticipated that CF wave 2 project results will also be extended into larger 
exploratory research projects, funded through future Calls. The setting up of specific fora in the 
EngageWiki that correspond to topics in such Calls, could be used to facilitate information exchange 
and the initial nurturing and scoping of proposal ideas. 

 

https://engagektn.com/cf-summaries/
https://wikiengagektn.com/Special:WikiForum
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8 Acronyms 
AAS Airspace Architecture Study 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 

ANSP Air navigation service provider 

ATC Air traffic control 

ATCO Air Traffic Control Officer 

ATFCM Air traffic flow and capacity management 

ATM Air traffic management 

ATS Air Traffic Services 

CF Catalyst fund 

CNS Communication, navigation, surveillance 

DAC Dynamic Airspace Configuration 

ER Exploratory Research 

FCA Flight Centric ATC 

FMP Flow Management Position 

KTN Knowledge Transfer Network 

MET Aviation meteorology 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM research 

SIGMET Significant Meteorological information 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking 

SWIM System Wide Information Management 

TBO Trajectory-based operations 

TC Thematic challenge 

TP Trajectory prediction 

TRL Technology readiness level 
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Safe Drone Flight
Assuring telemetry data integrity in U-space scenarios







NATS Public
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1. Introduction & Context
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Who was involved?
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When did it take place?
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Project 
Kick-off


07/2020


End of 
project


Submission 
of Final 
Reports


07/2021


Interim 
Workshop


01/2021


Final 
Workshop


06/2021


End of first 
reporting period
Submission of 
Interim Report


12 month SDF project duration
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Why was the research carried out?


To find a solution for obtaining safety-assured drone surveillance data


By developing a safe & secure surveillance system that assures the integrity of 


telemetry data from alternative sources (e.g. drones)


6


Diversification of airspace users


Surveillance data crucial for ATCO SA


Context


Traditional safety-assured surveillance 
assets aren’t suitable for emerging users


Challenge
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Why was the research carried out?
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To mature a drone detection concept







2. Methodology
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How was the research carried out?
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1. Concept and Prototype 
Assessment


Assessed applicability of 
prototype & its functionality


Modified and improved the 
prototype as required


2. Scenario Planning


Devised specific drone 
scenarios covering broad range 


of operational environments 
and drone missions


Developed non-nominal 
scenarios to probe safety risks 


& security threats


3. Evaluation & Validation 
Activities


Studied the suitability of the 
concept for assuring the data 
integrity of drones in different 


environments


Identified safety and security 
requirements on future 
surveillance systems







3. Results & Conclusions
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What were the results and conclusions?


Use Cases & Scenarios
• 9 U-space use cases with nominal and non-nominal scenarios


Cybersecurity Assuring Digital Trust
• Identified security threat mitigations and requirements on future surveillance systems


Safety Assurance Hazard Assessments
• Deduced integrity requirements on drone telemetry data


Concept Maturation
• Assessed applicability and suitability of the witness and blockchain-based concept for drone surveillance


Workshops
• 2 workshops conducted, disseminating research and validating findings
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What were the results and conclusions?
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What were the results and conclusions?


Suitable for surveillance of short duration operations in lower VLL airspace in urban environments


13


Combined with bigger range, stationary detectors, potentially be suitable for surveillance of:


Emergency service 
operations


Infrastructure 
inspection


Monitoring sports 
venues & transport 


hubs
Prison security


Wind farm inspection Grid network 
monitoring Railway line inspection Airport security







NATS Public


Where are the research gaps/opportunities?


Further research to develop the prototype 
• Develop and implement technical features identified during the course of SDF 


to mature the prototype
• Test industrial application through series of (small scale) validation exercises
• Refine value proposition
• Commercialisation


Integrate findings into the NATS blueprint on U-space data assurance
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Thank you








SESAR


Collaborative cyber security management 
framework


This project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 


and innovation programme under grant agreement No 783287 







• Develop a CONOPS for collaborative cyber security 
management


• Create a prototype for collaborative exchange of 
cyber security design


• Evolve risk assessment approaches, including 
quantified risk


Project objectives







• The development of security management needs as 
much emphasis as safety management


• We need to ‘zoom out’
– top-down architecture driven


– system of systems


– same, similar and shared assets


– audit friendly


• Cyber security is instinctively done in siloes – we need to 
share by default


• We need productivity tools to make the best use of all 
experts (not only cyber)


• Risk needs to be articulated more 


Our insight







Pathways to cyber resilience in aviation







• SESAR 1 experience


• ED-201


• EASA Shared Trans-Organisational Risk Management 
(STORM)


• Safety management


• End user conversations


– ANSPs, airports


Inspiration







Architecture
Security needs to be in parallel to enterprise architecting


The new context for collaboration
Information sharing is essential
Prevalent on-line and in some industry contexts (A-CDM)
Anonymisation facilitates sharing


Risk
Semi-quantitative and quantitative approaches create a better 
framework for decision making


Prioritisation
Opportunity for Bayesian network analysis


Driving ideas







(a) Identified how ATM stakeholders could enhance their 
collaboration on cyber security through productivity tools


(b) Evolved risk methods in ATM from purely qualitative to 
quantitative methods


Adapted the SecRAM methodology to this
Conclude that quantification does not add significant overhead to risk 
assessment
Quantifying the results of risk assessment may also benefit information 
sharing, as the outputs of different partners are comparable, even if the 
underlying risk assessment methodology is different


(c) Identified how to connect risk management to architecture in 
a simpler, less resource intensive way


The creation of a ‘light’ architecting approach has shown the benefits of 
visualising primary and supporting assets as functional diagrams


Achievements







Three main components:
STORM1
– A platform for sharing information and CONOPS experimentation:
– Developed to SESAR SecRAM 2.0 requirements
– Collaborative – multiple users can work on the same risk 


assessment
– Mixed Qualitative and Quantitative approaches
– Diagramming


STORM2
– APIs developed to exchange information between STORM 1 


instances


– Bayesian network modelling


Prototyping







Electronics and 
memory


Immobiliser


Battery


Software


Wireless 
Transmit/Receive


Primary Asset: Service to 
unlock / start car


Authentication code 
to unlock/start


ValidationSoftware instructing the Tx to 
provide the code to the car


Example risk assessment


Chosen to be familiar for demonstrations







Quantified approach - impacts


Impact with loss of CIA for the case of many cars


Primary asset Confidentiality Availability Integrity


Service to unlock the


car


Inability to unlock known to others with


no impact. Effects the brand image of


the manufacturer, potentially leading to


5% fewer sales over 1 year while the


problem is solved plus recall and repair


costs).


The user will be unable to enter the


vehicle. This incurs a vehicle recovery


and repair and more significant brand


damage as for confidentiality impact.


Any modification or deletion of data


within the primary asset could lead to


the user being unable to enter the


vehicle, incurring a recovery and repair


cost. Additional impact of car thefts may


lead to increased brand damage (8% of


sales lost) and insurance costs for


owners.


Impact level (value) 4 (€28M: 100,000 cars recalled at a cost


of 200 per fix (20M) plus profit


reduction by 8M, assuming 20k revenue


per car, 8% net profit margin and 5%


reduction in sales).


As for confidentiality. 4 (€31M: 100,000 cars recalled at a cost


of 200 per fix (20M) plus profit


reduction by 11M, assuming 20k


revenue per car, 8% net profit margin


and 7% reduction in sales).


Service to start the


car


Inability to unlock known to others with


no impact.


User unable to start, incurring vehicle


recovery and repair.


As for availability.


Impact level (value) 4 (€28M as above) As for confidentiality. As for confidentiality.


Key information Attacker could exploit the key


information leading to the theft of the


vehicle.


User unable to start, incurring vehicle


recovery and repair.


As for ‘Service to unlock the car’.


Impact level (value) 4 (€28M as above) As for confidentiality. 4 (€31M as above).







Quantified approach - risk


Scenario Approach Impact Likelihood Risk


1. Theft of key fob Qualitative Major Likely High


Quantitative
(Expectation Value)


€5k 53% (5) €2.5k


2. Interception of
wireless signal


Qualitative Major Very likely High


Quantitative
(Expectation Value)


€5k 53% (5) €2.5k


3. Relay of wireless
transmission


Qualitative Major Very likely High


Quantitative
(Expectation Value)


€31M 49% (203) €15.2M







Prototyping quantified approach







Semi-quantitative impacts







Risk – BN defence in depth







• Co-creation of the user experience with end users


• A longer period of validation


• Integration of the Bayesian Network approaches explored in this 
project and expansion of the role of Bayesian Networks


• Additional security hardening, to support practical use across 
organisational boundaries


• Extension to other risk assessment methodologies
– while focus on the SESAR programme creates a natural harmonisation of risk 


assessment methods through the SecRAM, there is scope to integrate other 
risk methods, particularly for different domains in aviation


Next steps








WIPA
Weather impact prediction tool for ATM


July 1st, 2020 to July 30th, 2021 Contacts
kamel.rebai@metsafeatm.com
gladys.mercan@fracs.aero







Objectives & approach


3 steps


• Use cases definition


• Delivery of WIPA tool as a SWIM webservice
• built on Engage ‘MET Enhanced ATFCM’ results: multi-model convection forecast


• Technical and operational validation
• DSNA air traffic controllers’ involvement


Ambition: to provide weather hazards impact information for ATFCM 


Expected benefits: (i) anticipation of hazardous weather effect on capacity; 
(ii) better use of weather regulations; (iii) better use of airspace







WIPA operational validation  


Aix and Reims ATC rooms


May-July 2021Thunderstorm impact, per hour, per sector


for the next 24H+


Key results







From technical validation (15 reference days)


• Thunderstorm behaviour different between Mediterranean and continental area:
local tuning is needed on weather impact


• ATM complexity needed to be introduced through consideration of ATM hotspots


• For further experiments: using MET regulations from the NM,
=> need for an automated post ops analysis tools


From operational validation (3 months validation)


• Different operational approach to hazardous weather between Aix and Reims ATCOs


• Strengths of the tool: temporal progression of weather events, hourly update of the 
forecast, lightning impact information on the sectors 


• Better anticipation of ATC workload 


Key results







Conclusions


• After adaptation period, probabilistic meteorology translated into weather impact can be used by ATCOs


• Collaboration with ATC is crucial for the development of innovative operational tools


• Cloud and SWIM-based solutions are suitable for ATM pre-tactical operations


Next steps


• Pursuance of validation with Reims and Marseille UACs (until November 2021)


• Extension to other meteorological phenomenon such as icing and clear air turbulence


• WIPA results industrialised within VigiAero (an operational ATFCM weather-impact service, by MetSafe)


• Follow-up of other SESAR projects related to weather impact  translation


Next steps, conclusions








Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile


7 Avenue Edouard Belin


Toulouse - France


1 Esplanade Compans Caffarelli


Toulouse - France







Objectives


• Assess the amount of traffic captured by
Airstreams for complementing and
supporting the free route and dynamic
airspace configuration approaches


• Define initial characteristics of the
Airstream structure to cope with the
constraints of the European Airspace and
traffic demand


• Assess whether traffic structural
complexity is reduced due to the
introduction of Airstreams


Methods


• experimental environment, based on a
“spin-off” of the π-rats tool from ENAC


• stakeholder survey structured around two
workshops


Aim of the project is to evaluate whether Flight Centric ATC with Airstreams is a promising 
approach to be incorporated into the emerging Dynamic Airspace Configuration management







• Extended complexity calculation to large geographical area & introduced notion of 
mean complexity indicator for comparison of different traffic patterns
~42% reduction in structural traffic complexity with the use of Airstreams


• Initial algorithms for traffic aggregation & definition of tri-dimensional structure of 
the Airstream developed
~65% of eligible traffic captured by aggregation mechanism: encouraging


• Simple calculation of the Airstream flight trajectories implemented, but needs to 
be improved to achieve the expected level of eligible traffic in the Airstream
~40% of eligible traffic re-allocated into the Airstream structure


High Week Day original High Week Day Airstream


Mean
complexity
Complexity
decrease







• Two workshops and working sessions with different operational and industrial 
actors allowed to get their feedback and to refine the hypotheses and parameters 
in order to set up a structured approach in the implementation of the concept.


• This also allowed the development of a first demonstrator (AirStream Factory). 
Thus, it helps the TRL maturation of a technical solution and to put in place the 
basis for the initialization of an operational mock-up and reaching a higher TRL 
level in future activities


• Potential operational applications
• Adaptation to corridors for drone traffic management (automation)
• Identification of similar traffic patterns based on complexity maps to anticipate measures to be 


put in place







Lessons learned


• A step-by-step building is not the best
approach. A recursive mechanism based on
limited set of relevant metrics might allow to
improve the global efficiency of Airstream
generation cycle


• The methods applied for computing the
route segments accessing and exiting the
Airstream network must be carefully studied
and evaluated as they may jeopardise the
benefits on complexity of main flows by
inducing an unmanageable complexity of the
exit/entry airspace volumes


Next Steps


• Improve clustering mechanisms:
• Couple clustering mechanism and complexity calculation in


order to introduce a quality indicator for the generated
medoids allowing a ranking of the various series provided
and enhance the complexity metrics


• Couple the two clustering approaches (medoids & Air-Link)
in an integrated process


• Improve Airstream network definition and traffic:


• Improve tri-dimensional Airstream construction & trajectory
recalculation methodologies


• Reshape the initial medoids closer to an orthodromic route


• Evaluate environmental benefits of an Airstream network


• Initiate the definition of the methodology to be applied for
Airstream crossing


• Federate tools in a common suite package (in progress)








Project RoMiAD
Role of Markets in AAS Deployment


Paul Ravenhill and Maribel Tomás


Think Research







Today’s Agenda


Why Project RoMiAD? 


How big is the market?


What are the benefits of virtualisation?


How can the transition be incentivised?







Why Project RoMiAD?







Project RoMiAD investigated the market aspects of the transition to a distributed 
architecture


Market size
Benefit 


mechanisms 
Scenario 
analysis


Incentivising 
the 


transition


• Achieves best in class performanceRegulation


• Achieves economies of scale 
(dependent on scope of collaboration)


Collaboration


• Achieves commercial priceCompetition


• BaselineScenario 0


• FABs AlliancesScenario 1


• Regional AlliancesScenario 2


• Pan European Common Data LayerScenario 3


• Pan European Common Data and Physical LayersScenario 4


• Pan European ServicesScenario 5







ATS
Layer


Virtual Centres provide 
geographically 
independent ATS


Physical
Layer


Common 
Data
Layer


Virtual Data Centres 
provide a common 
data layer providing 
ACCs access to all 
relevant data


Rationalisation of 
CNS, AIS and MET


ANSP


ATS


ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services


ANSP


ATS


ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services


ANSP


ATS


ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services


Virtual Centre


Auxiliary Services


ATM Data Services


Integration Services


ACCACCACC


Current architecture AAS proposed architecture 


We started with the proposal of the Airspace Architecture Study







And defined  how the proposals could be achieved
Based on the AAS transition plan supporting actions by early adopters to help refine the 
definitions of ATS and ATM data services.


STEP 1:


Rationalise


• Operational Excellence


• Pre-defined Capacity Sharing 


• ADSP Rationalisation


• CNS Rationalisation


STEP 2:


Harmonise


• Dynamic capacity sharing


• Contingency


• ADSP Commercialisation


• CNS Consolidation  


STEP 3:


Innovate


• Increased automation


• Additional data services


• CNS deployment


SWIM Enabled Current 
Technology


Cloud Based Services Increased automation
Creates baseline 


for
Identifies services 


for







To deliver the Digital European Sky
Fully integrated ATM, agnostic in organisational terms, that is sufficiently harmonised in terms of 
infrastructure and concept of operations to allow significantly lower costs for operating the 
system and introducing new functionality.







How big is the market?







The we defeind the different potential markets


ATS Services


Excludes ATM Data Services


ATM Data Services 
(including Integration Services)


Currently Part of ATS


Auxiliary Services 
(including CNS, AIS, MET)


ATS Layer Common Data Layer Physical Data Layer


Ground-Ground Comms
Transversal Services (SWIM Services, Cyber Security)


Network Functions







And focussed on understanding the three main markets for En-route ATM


• Multiple ACCs collaborating 
in Virtual Centres mostly 
regionally. OPEX heavy.


• Current estimated value: 
€3.15 Bn


• On current costs: 
• 90% OPEX / 10% CAPEX


• Requires investment in 
“harmonised” systems


• Benefits are additional 
efficiency (increased 
capacity) and reduced buffers.


• Data services in a cloud 
environment accessible by 
all stakeholders.


• Current estimated value: 
€1.15 Bn


• On current costs:
• 75% OPEX / 25% CAPEX


• Likely to become more CAPEX 
orientated if operational 
efficiency exists


• Specialised providers 
operating CNS, AIS and MET 
assets.


• Current estimated value: 
€1.7 Bn


• On current costs:
• 65% OPEX / 35% CAPEX


• Likely to become more CAPEX 
orientated if operational 
efficiency exists


ATS Layer Common Data Layer Physical Layer







What are the benefits of virtualisation?







We identified a series of benefits in each layer…


• Improved  ATCO productivity


• Improved ATFM and DCB


• Reducing the capacity buffer.


• Benefits: 60%


• Saving costs infrastructure and 
system is driven by 
commercialisation of services 
rather than rationalisation        .


• Benefits: 35%


• CNS rationalisation for legacy 
assets through pan-European 
planning


• Improved deployment of new 
CNS assets


• Benefits: 3%


ATS Layer Common Data Layer Physical Layer







And for each step of the transition…


ATS Layer Common Data Layer Physical Layer Total Annual Benefit


Step 1
Rationalise


Operational Excellence


Pre-defined Capacity Sharing 


Data Systems Rationalisation 


(equipment sharing via ATM Data as 


a Service)


CNS Rationalisation


(removal of legacy systems) 
€ 1,1 B


€ 500 M – 1 B € 22 M – 77 M € 27 M – 34 M


Step 2
Harmonise


Combined FIR ADSPs commercialisation (used of 


cloud services)


CNS Consolidation


(optimised coverage existing 


systems)
€ 850 M


€ 300 M – 500M € 200 M – 350 M € 18 M – 22 M


Step 3
Innovate


Capacity on Demand + 


Increased Automation
Lower cost deployment of 
Additional ATM data services to 
enable increased automation


CNS Deployment


(deployment of new systems)
At least € 500 M 


€ 350 M – 500 M TBD TBD


Total Up to € 2 B (60%) At least € 250 M (20%) At least € 45 M (3%) At least € 2 B







The majority of the benefits are accrued by reducing the cost of capacity through new 
systems, automation and most importantly collaboration in the ATS layer


No ATS delegation


Eg MUAC/Slovenia Eg FINEST skyguide AAS end point


Pre-Defined Delegations Combined FIR Capacity on Demand







How can the transition be incentivised?







Achieving the Digital European Sky is as much as about new business models as it is 
new technology


Virtualisation could allow:


• 1/3rd reduction in annual ATM/CNS provision costs


• Reduced delays


• Reduced environmental impact


• Potential to increase traffic up to 3 times without 
significant delay


• 3.5 bn annual net benefit to AUs from avoiding 
costs of delays







We need new collaborations within each layer that support scalable and flexible 
service provision


AUs


ATSP


ADSP


Route charges


Subscription Specialist CNS, AIS, MET 
providers


Subscription


Inhouse CNS, 
AIS, MET 
providers


Inter 
company 
charge


Network Manager


Pan-European 
CNS providers


Transversal 
Services


ATSP


In house CNS, 
AIS, MET 
providers


Subscription







The ATS Layer: Collaboration between ATSPs and the Network Manager


• Benefits are incentivised by ATSPs 
collaborating to provide ATS whilst 
maintaining sovereignty.


• However, capacity and demand services 
could include competition operated by an EU 
body. 


Existing costs Rational transformation of costs Revised costs 


(Europe wide)


€ 3,150 m


OPEX: 90%


CAPEX: 10%


Reduction in costs as a result of:


• Increased ATCO productivity 


enabled by Operational Excellence 


and increased automation.


• The reduced capacity buffer that 


the dynamic capacity sharing 


enables.


€ 1,660 m


(50% reduction)







The Common Data Layer: New ways of sharing risks between ATSPs and system 
suppliers?


• ADSPs could collaborate and potentially 
specialise in different types of ATM data 
service provision.


• Competition, which has been long in the 
European Commission plans, could lead to 
two ADSP models:
• Groups of ANSPs purchase an ANSP system for 


their entire area of responsibility. 


• ANSPs subscribe to an ANSP system owned and 
operated by the system manufacturer. 


Existing costs Rational transformation of costs Revised costs 


(Europe wide)


€ 1,150 m


OPEX: 75%


CAPEX: 25%


Initial saving from rationalisation of 


infrastructure and systems. 


Further saving from 


“commercialisation” of ATM data 


centres.


€ 740 m


(35% reduction)







The Physical Layer: Building the right pan-network collaboration to successfully deploy 
new CNS assets


• Collaboration in the physical layer has two potential benefits:


• Improved CNS planning due to horizontal collaborations.


• Reduced maintenance costs due to specialisation of service providers.


• As a competitive market entry barriers would be high. However, a contestable


market could be created by outsourcing operations and maintenance but not


CNS planning and asset ownership which would be kept under the ANSP/State


responsibility and therefore limit the horizontal collaboration benefit.


• Pan-European procurement of commonly agreed new services by the Network


Manager or another European body should be investigated as a way on


minimising costs.


Existing costs Rational transformation of costs Revised costs 


(Europe wide)


€ 1,680 m


OPEX: 65%


CAPEX: 35%


The limited benefits in the physical 


layer come from CNS rationalisation for 


legacy issues and of doing so at a pan-


European level.


Increased benefits when considering 


deployment of new technology.


€ 1,620 m


(3% reduction)







How to regulate?
The current legislation supports either economic regulation or competition (for non-delegated 
services). The current form of economic regulation does not appear to incentivise the correct 
behaviours (service delivery/modernisation) and returns are based on capital employed.


If ANSPs can effectively collaborate to 
deliver value for money should they be 


subject to a “lighter” form of 
collaboration that incentivises risk 
sharing within the collaboration?


Competition in a contestable market:
• Low barriers to entry
• Limited sunk costs allowing new 


entities to exit the industry


Incentivises greater performance as 
entities strive to sustain and grow 
market power/share, resulting in a more 
cost- efficient and better-quality service.


May result in duplication of 
infrastructure to support competition?


Regulation Collaboration


Price Setting/Capping coupled to service 
level guarantees/targets to regulate the 
market.


Intent is to deliver the same value for 
money as competition. The benefits may 
be limited if benchmarking can’t identify 
the optimal level of efficiency.


The form regulation needs to balance 
risk (including consideration of 
CAPEX/OPEX balance, scalability etc).


Competition







Thank you for listening  


paul.ravenhill@think.aero


maribel.tomas@think.aero








PIU4TP
Probabilistic information Integration in Uncertain data 


processing for Trajectory Prediction 


• Funder: SESAR Engage KTN – second Call for catalyst funding
• Thematic challenge 2: Data-driven trajectory prediction
• Partner: CIRA – Italian Aerospace Research Centre 
• Start Date: 01/07/2020
• End Date: 30/06/2021 The PIU4TP project has received funding from the SESAR Joint


Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 783287.







PIU4TP Objectives and Methods
Proof of concept for the development of a data-driven methodology (named P4T) for the prediction of the flight trajectory


able to provide a map of likely flight trajectories with the relative confidence on the basis of five input variables: take-off


weight, forecast air temperature and wind speed along the three directions south-north, west-east, up-down


P4T proposes the use of state of the art Machine 
Learning/Data Mining algorithms, which are able to learn 
from past experience how to obtain behavioral models 
based on complex but statistically reliable rules


It provides results that show the abilities of the developed 
methodology at the pre-tactical stage of operations.


It is intended to support the planning activities in terms of 
demand-capacity balance and pre-tactical identification of 
conflicts


Objectives







PIU4TP Operational Scenario


Flight plan timeline for simulated data generation


• The P4T methodology was developed and validated
considering the European airspace with reference to two
routes:
• London Heathrow (EGLL) – Athens Eletherios Venizelos


(LGAV)
• London Gatwick (EGKK) – Malta International Airport


(LMML)


• The trajectory prediction is performed 15 days, 5 days and 1 day
before the day of execution of the flight.


• Input data and related uncertainties required for trajectory
prediction are provided on these dates. With the day of flight
approaching, the uncertainties get smaller and smaller.


• Simulated actual data experienced during the flight are also
available


Data Analysis objective:
• prediction of which, among N possible flight plans (lateral and vertical), will be selected for the flight execution (i.e. a


classification problem);
• estimation of the duration of the cruise phase of the flight (i.e. a regression problem).







PIU4TP Key Results
Among the algorithms tested during the development of the methodology (including Bayesian Nets and Neural Networks), Decision Trees
and Random Forests perform better for the classification of the flight plan (lateral and vertical), and Random Forests showed the lowest
errors for the estimation of the duration of the flight for both the London-Athens route and the London-Malta route


Accuracy for the prediction of the flight plan for the London-Athens route. 
Similar results are obtained for the London-Malta route.


Tf-15


Distribution of absolute error of the flight duration estimation in minutes, London-Athens route.
Similar results are obtained for the London-Malta route.


Tf-1Tf-5







PIU4TP Lessons Learned and Key Next Steps 
• Main pros & cons of joining the Engage KTN catalyst initiative:


• Low project managerial burden


• Technical support of mentors


• Short project duration (1 year)


• Key next steps if opportunities for future project arise:


• To perform sensitivity analysis to quantify the effect of the uncertainty in the input data on the uncertainty on


the predictions


• To increase the TRL of the proposed methodology by


• Removing the simplifying assumption in the scenario used for design and test (increase the number of


factors affecting the trajectory selection and consider other sources of uncertainty)


• Test the methodology on actual flight datasets


Allows to focus on research activities


Added value


Suitable for PhD and young researchers


• The establishment and consultation from the beginning of the project of a wide board of external experts helped to


address the research activities








Consortium


Advisory Board


Investigating the use of drones as an aerial sensor
network for low altitude hyper-local wind now-casting







Objectives


1. Determine accuracy of METSIS concept in presence of static obstacles to estimate low 
altitude winds below 500 ft 


2. Determine how low-altitude wind information should be communicated to drone 
operators within a U-space system 







Step 1: Airborne drones 
measure instantaneous 
wind states and transmit 
data to a ground station


Using drones as an aerial sensor network for low altitude hyper-local wind now-casting


Step 2: Ground station uses 
the meteo particle model 
to estimate the wind field 
in real time 


Step 3: The ground station 
communicates wind field data to 
drone operators via the U-space 
weather information service


Concept overview







• Key results
• Concept is feasible


• on average, speed is reasonably accurate for both 
static and dynamic conditions – very promising


• Accuracy is promising but needs to be further improved


• direction is less accurate than the WMO standard, 
particularly in dynamic conditions – caused by 
propeller induced flow over the sensors during 
dynamic conditions and low wind speeds


• Future research
• Increase scalability and accuracy of concept


• Looking for partners to cooperate with


Next steps, and key results


SIDs 2021 paper (see next)







SIDs 2021 paper (#88): Sunil et al. 
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Background – #whoami


● Andrei Costin
– PhD from EURECOM (2012-2015)
– Senior Lecturer/Docent Assistant Professor at JYU (2017-present)


● IoT/IIoT/embedded/CPS/CI security
● System security, offensive security, vulnerabilities&exploitation, MLsec
● Digital privacy


– CEO/co-founder of binare.io (2020-present)
● Deep-tech cybersecurity spinoff from JYU



https://binare.io/
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Background – State of the Art


● Costin and Francillon (2012)


● Strohmeier, Schäfer, Lenders, Martinovic et al. (2013+)
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Background – ADS-B, GDL-90
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Background – ADS-B, GDL-90


● What: airplanes, ATM/ATC, satellites(!!), amateurs (RTL-SDR)
● Coverage: global, high + 2020 FAA mandate
● Unauthenticated: ADS-B, GDL-90
● Unencrypted: ADS-B, GDL-90
● Wireless: ADS-B
● Broadcast: ADS-B
● Autopilots (KAP-140/IAU): ADS-B, GDL-90


Wikipedia, “The Scream”
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Experiments and Results


● ADS-B Denial of Service (paper [1])
– 68 configurations (hardware + software), with 11 distinct hardware chipsets


● ~52% affected (crashed, unresponsive, unusable UI/UX)
– ~25% crashed (within 0.5-2 minutes)


– Vendors: [redacted] (responsible disclosure)
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Experiments and Results


● GDL-90 Denial of Service (paper [3])
– 16 configurations


● Not all hardware/software support GDL-90 (e.g., proprietary protocols)
● ~56% (9) affected (crashed, unresponsive, unusable UI/UX)


– ~44% (7) crashed


– Very common in most Garmin avionics devices
– Vendors: [redacted] (responsible disclosure)
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Experiments and Results


● ADS-B – Novel coordinated attack (paper [2])
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Experiments and Results


● [Video Demo]
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Results – Publications (25.1.2022)


● https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9667309 
@article{khandker2021cybersecurity,
  title={Cybersecurity attacks on software logic and error handling within ADS-B implementations: Systematic testing of resilience and countermeasures},
  author={Khandker, Syed and Turtiainen, Hannu and Costin, Andrei and Hamalainen, Timo},
  journal={IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems},
  year={2021},
  publisher={IEEE}
}



https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9667309
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Results – Publications


● [1] “Practical denial-of-service and combined high-level attacks on real-world 
ADS-B, ATC, ATM hardware and software”
– ACM TOPS, under review


● [2] “Cybersecurity attacks against software logic and error handling within 
ADS-B implementations: systematic testing of resilience, and implementation 
of some countermeasures”
– IEEE TAES, under review


● [3] “Fuzzing ‘GDL-90 Data Interface Specification’ within aviation software 
and avionics devices – a cybersecurity perspective”
– Elsevier COSE, under review
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Conclusion


● Attacks on ADS-B are feasible, more dangerous and (very likely) imminent
● Attacks (by Costin, Turtiainen, Khandker, Hamalainen):


– Demonstrated: DoS – OK for SocialNetworks, catastrophic for safety-critical
– Work-in-progress: RCE (Remote Code Execution) – (sub-)system takeover


● Similar: “DHS says it remotely hacked a Boeing 757 sitting on a runway”  (2017)


● Most/all ADS-B detect/protect solutions mainly on paper :(
● Mobile EFBs unregulated – used by pilots, checked/guaranteed by nobody!
● For collaborations (research/funding, business): ancostin@jyu.fi
● Q&A



https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2017/11/15/dhs-says-it-remotely-hacked-a-boeing-757-sitting-on-a-runway/

mailto:ancostin@jyu.fi
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